WITH A WIDE RANGE OF ROLES TO CHOOSE FROM, WHAT COULD YOU BE?

Modern military operations are dependent upon the precision of accurate and timely intelligence which allows the military commander to plan and execute operations. In the role of the Intelligence Corps to collect and analyse information to provide commanders at all levels, in support of their decision making, whilst at the same time protecting assets from hostile intent.

A career in the Intelligence Corps presents mental and physical challenges which require people skills, intelligence and a thirst for knowledge and adventure. In return you can look forward to pushing personal boundaries as well as making a real difference to operations around the world. Whether you join the Intelligence Corps as a Regular or Reservist there is a vast variety of opportunities for you to consider.

The main disciplines in the Intelligence Corps are:

1. **OPERATIONAL INTELLIGENCE**
   - The intelligence required to plan and direct operations.
   - The identification of threats security from hostile intelligence services, organisations or individuals who are engaged in espionage, sabotage, subversion, terrorism or other non-traditional threats.
   - **HUMAN INTELLIGENCE**
     - Intelligence derived from information acquired by a variety of sensors carried by air, space, ground or sea systems.
   - **ELECTRONIC INTELLIGENCE**
     - The exploitation and assessment of information acquired by a variety of sensors carried by air, space, ground or sea systems.
   - **SIGNALLING INTELLIGENCE**
     - Information derived from intercepted signals, as well as from communications systems, radars and weapon systems.

2. **OPERATIONAL SUPPORT**
   - The systematic collection, interpretation and dissemination of information obtained by specialists and the extraction of data from recovered material.

CHOOSE THE ROLE THAT SUITS YOU BEST

The Intelligence Corps (Regular and Reserve) offers unique, challenging and diverse roles in which to develop your skills.

**INTELLIGENCE OPERATOR**

An expert in Operational and Counter Intelligence, you gather information on the enemy, while preventing them from learning anything about you. You gain such information from a range of different intelligence disciplines and sources.

**INTELLIGENCE OPERATOR (LINGUIST)**

After an intensive 18-month specialist debriefing and the extraction of data from recovered material.

**INTELLIGENCE OPERATOR (SIGNALS)**

An expert in Operational and Counter Intelligence, you gather information on the enemy, while preventing them from learning anything about you. You gain such information from a range of different intelligence disciplines and sources.

**INTELLIGENCE OPERATOR (HUMAN)**

An expert in Operational and Counter Intelligence, you gather information on the enemy, while preventing them from learning anything about you. You gain such information from a range of different intelligence disciplines and sources.

**INTELLIGENCE OPERATOR (MATERIAL)**

The systematic collection, interpretation and dissemination of information obtained by specialists and the extraction of data from recovered material.

YOUR QUICK GUIDE TO THE APPLICATION PROCESS

Follow the guide below and take note of the tips throughout. If you have any questions or advice to access the website, pop in to your local Army Careers Centre (ACC), or for the Reserves, pop into your local Army Reserve Centre (ARC).

**DISABILITY/AVAILABILITY**

Before starting your application, you should check that you have all your supporting documentation to hand. For more information about available careers, visit our GCSE certificates, GP details, Passport or ID Card, and National Insurance number.

**TIPS**

- Turn-up looking smart – do not wear casual clothes or casual shoes.
- Make sure you have your UK passport with you when you arrive.
- If you are late, you need to contact your nearest recruitment officer. Make sure you have your supporting documentation to hand. For more information about available careers, visit our GCSE certificates, GP details, Passport or ID Card, and National Insurance number.

**INTERVIEW**

Interview takes place at your local Royal Army Careers or Army Reserve Centre. Their role is to get to know you, your aspirations and to see if you have any friends or family in the Army.

**ASSESSMENT**

This four-day assessment includes: • Full medical • Psychometric tests • Short presentations from yourself about why you want to join the Army • Fitness test • Team tasks • Final interview

**STAGE TRAINING**

After passing Assessment, you will need to complete some Pre-Employment checks and have your fitness checked at the local Army Careers Centre (ACC), or for the Reserves, pop into your local Army Reserve Centre (ARC). Before your final assessment, you will need to submit your application to the Army Careers Centre (ACC) or for the Reserves, pop into your local Army Reserve Centre (ARC). Before your final assessment, you will need to submit your application to the Army Careers Centre (ACC), or for the Reserves, pop into your local Army Reserve Centre (ARC).

**CHECKLIST**

Here’s a handy checklist to tick off some of the key things during your application:

- Visit the Army Jobs website and look at our Role Finder to see what interests you.
- Open an account on the website. Look out for the email to activate the account.
- Find your GCSE certificates, GP details, Passport or ID card details and keep these safe.
- Complete and submit your application form online.
- Complete the Medical Questionnaire online and submit.
- Put a list together of the questions you’d like to ask your interview panel.
- Keep checking your emails from us and be sure to read them all.
- Visit the Army website for tips on improving your fitness to download your 100% Army Fit App.
- Take a look at our Facebook page and YouTube channel for more information – look for ‘Army Jobs’.

Web: www.army.mod.uk/intelligence
Email: InfoReservistsVacRecruitMA.rbeafree@email.gov.uk
**Regular Army – full-time roles**

**Regular Soldier**
- From £277 a week
- £28,740 a year depending on which role you do, increasing each year
- £28,314 in your first year

**Regular Officer**
- £25,000 a year
- £25,314 in your first year

**Plan**
- Full pension at retirement
- Free gym and sports facilities
- Access to a range of holidays during training
- Access to overseas training
- Four weeks of uninterrupted leave a year
- You can earn a one-off bonus of up to £11000 and the role attracts additional language pay averaging £25 per day
- You'll get paid a day rate according to your rank (examples below)
- Your bonus is paid into your account at the end of your annual training days

**Operator Military Intelligence (Linguists)**
- May receive a one off bonus of up to £11000 and the role attracts additional language pay averaging £25 per day

**THOUSANDS OF JOBS AVAILABLE. RECRUITING FOR FULL-TIME AND PART-TIME ROLES.**

**There’s more than one way to be the best**

**Search armyjobs**

**PUT MORE MONEY IN YOUR POCKET**

**WHY JOIN THE INTELLIGENCE CORPS?**

The Intelligence Corps offers challenging, stimulating roles, working on real-time intelligence problems, with the opportunity to develop new skills and earn recognised qualifications, with real responsibility in areas that can make a difference and of course, a variety of sports and adventurous training.

Intelligence Corps personnel cover the entire spectrum of intelligence tasks from both peacetime and strategic National (Government) level work in the UK and overseas, to tactical support on operations. With varied, unusual and challenging careers on offer, you can be the one who makes a real difference.

**THE INTELLIGENCE CORPS IS RECRUITING NOW FOR REGULAR ARMY FULL-TIME ROLES AND PAID PART-TIME ROLES IN THE ARMY RESERVE.**

**Search armyjobs**

**RANK**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank (and Enlist)</th>
<th>Daily Rates of Pay*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Private (Trained)</td>
<td>£45.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corporal</td>
<td>£67.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lone Corporal</td>
<td>£87.70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Plan**
- **Annual bonus**: Year 1: £4,223; Year 2: £5,652; Year 3: £4,472; Year 4: £4,472; Year 5: £4,732
- **Subsidies**: that will pay for food while you’re on duty and boosts the cash you earn

*The rates are nominal at tier one and depend on role.